
DARUL HUDA ISLAMIC SCHOOL, AL AIN

WINTER HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT-2022-2023

SOCIAL STUDIES

GRADE - 4

World Culture.

Every nation has beliefs, values, traditions, or other intangible ideas that make that
country unique. They can help to bind a nation together by reminding its people of
their nation's history and most important principles.

Group -A

1. Collect the pictures or names of any five  animals that are in danger of

extinction.Find out where they are found and why they are in danger of

becoming extinct.List out the steps being taken for their conservation.

Group- B

1.    Prepare a booklet on the National Symbols of the given countries,

( National Symbols of the UAE, India and Pakistan)

OR

2.   Create a poster on the topic ‘ save forest’ and write catchy slogans and

suggest some measures to protect our forest resources.

Group -C

1. What do you mean by a forest? Why is forest important on the earth?

What are the different uses of forests ? List out any 5 steps that  we should

take to save our forest.



RUBRICS

Content/ Knowledge

Presentation

Creativity

Punctuality

Total

3

3

3

1

10



ASSIGNMENT

MORAL SOCIAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES

Grade: 4

Students can choose any one assignment.

1. The UAE Government  earns money by offerig tourist
attractions. Make a list of tourist attractions that earn money
in the UAE.

OR

2.

Prepare an album based on the given picture .

OR

3. Prepare a report on any one social organization in the UAE.

Eg:- The UAE Red Crescent.

OR

4, In Global Village there are pavilions that represent different
countries.Identify and write any 5 countries represented by the
Global Village.How can places like Global Village help people to
develop tolerance?





DARUL HUDA ISLAMIC SCHOOL, AL AIN

Winter Holiday Assignment, 2022-23

General Science

Grade - 4

Create a simple robot that can draw its own

designs. (group -1)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SnxBX0XlbQc

Digestive system working model . (Group -2)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQrjntD875I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SnxBX0XlbQc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQrjntD875I


Description Marks

Content 3

creativity 3

Submission on time 2

Neatness 2



DARUL HUDA ISLAMIC SCHOOL, AL AIN

Winter Holiday Assignment, 2022-23

General Science

Grade - 4

Group-3



Mouth and Teeth – Word Search

Description Marks

Submission on time 3

Neatness 2





Darul Huda Islamic School- Al Ain
Winter Holiday Assignment 2022-2023

ENGLISH
GRADE 4

Enjoy reading as your holiday homework is based on them.

➢ The Chocolate Touch by Patrick Skene Catling
➢ The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain
➢ Fantastic Mr.Fox by Roald Dahl

GROUP A: Choose any one book from the list given above to do the
following tasks

TASK 1 Read any one of the books from the above list and illustrate the story
from your  imagination, in the form of comic strips.
Example

TASK 2 Illustrate the setting or a specific part of your favourite scene from the
story that you read in the form of a three dimensional miniature scene and decide
how to represent it using the materials given (below) and a variety of design
strategies.
Materials
1 shoe box or similar type, construction or crepe papers, color papers, scissors,
glue, easy-to-sculpt clay (and other decorative materials that students want to use)
Here are some examples from the novel
The Prince and the Pauper by Mark Twain

*******************************************************



➢ The Chocolate Touch by Patrick Skene Catling
➢ The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain
➢ Fantastic Mr.Fox by Roald Dahl

GROUP B Choose any one book from the list given above to do the following task
TASK 1 Write a book review of a book you read and fill in required information
using the template given below.



TASK 2 Read the sample acrostic poem given below, then
write your own acrostic poem of your name.
Example

*************************************************
GROUP C
➢ The Chocolate Touch by Patrick Skene Catling
➢ The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain
➢ Fantastic Mr.Fox by Roald Dahl

TASK 1

Read a story and compare yourself to the main character

Read any one of the books from the above list and  Compare  the "Main Character

and Yourself" . You can add pictures  to show how you are similar and different
from the main character. Think about:

■ I was born...

■ I live...

■ I look like...

■ I feel...

■ I have…
■ I need...

■ My parents..

■My problem..

■My challenge ..



DARUL HUDA ISLAMIC SCHOOL, ALAIN 

Winter Holiday Assignment   2022-23 

Mathematics 

Grade 4 

 

 

Dear Students, 

                         “New Year arrives with hopes and it gives us new courage and 

belief for a very new start. Wish you and your family a very Happy New 

Year”. An investment in knowledge pays the best interest. Let’s begin the 

year 2023 with new ideas of learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

Creativity through art and play is important for enriching lives, if for no other reason. 

But it's also important for strengthening the mind, and it is among the most 

important attributes in increasing learning. In fact, creativity is essential to STEM. 

 

 

 



A. Prepare a model of  bridge with popsicle sticks 

(https://youtu.be/ls4Usqvp02c) 

(Physics, maths, and Engineering concepts are brought to life 

through the hands on project of designing and building a 

model bridge) 

B. Make a model of simple ATM machine 

(https://youtu.be/mKqVBCR217Q).  

 

 

C. Create a 3 D castle with some 3D shapes.  

   (https://youtu.be/0Tt84syDVs8).  

 

RUBRICS Marks 

Creativity 2 

Skill 2 

Accuracy 2 

Presentation 2 

Submit on time 2 

 

 

 

 

Submit the project on or before 

5/01/2023 

https://youtu.be/ls4Usqvp02c
https://youtu.be/mKqVBCR217Q
https://youtu.be/0Tt84syDVs8

